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Abstract
Integrated cancer patients profiling using combinations of PDC-PDx-Omics
technologies are receiving growing scientific interest as a strong approach for clinical
decisional workflows leading to personalized treatment. Nonetheless enforcing such
workflows requires extensive collection and extended availability of the patients bioasset
(specimen plus personal health and genomic data). However, biobanking and data
collection from a large number of individuals bear both cost sustainability and ethical
issues limiting the adoption of deep profiling workflows. These hindrances are linked
to the cost and limited sharing of the fragmented patient data/specimen throughout
the healthcare providers and medical research systems along with the challenges in
attracting large numbers of informed and consenting patients in biobanking programs,
as they are offered today. Starting from the game-changing potential in the inclusion
of PDC-PDx-Omics based and A.I.-driven decisional workflows in routine precision
oncology, the present article considers the practical obstacles for the use of this
approach in current practices. Furthermore, we analyze the present trends in the type
of operational environments used to deliver PDC-PDx-Omics-based PGM services and
provide new perspectives on the potential adoption of a non-profit, expert-patients-forpatients-driven, A.I.-backed, biorepository-CRO operational model towards attaining
financial sustainability, wider service access and ethically compliant deep patients
profiling towards effective cures.

Abbreviations: PDC: Patient-Derived Cells, PDX: Patient-Derived Xenograft, CAF: Cancerassociated fibroblasts, Omics, Genomic/Transcriptomic/Proteomic technologies; NOD/
SCID, Non Obese Diabetic/Severe Combined Immune-Deprived; PGM: Personalized
Genomic Medicine, DTC: Direct-To-Client, CRO: Contracted Research Organization, FFPE:
Formalin-Fixed Paraffin-Embedded, AI: Artificial Intelligence, ELSI: Ethical-Legal-and Social
Implication, IMI: Innovative Medicines Initiative.

Introduction
The Role of PDC-PDx-Omics Studies in Precision Oncology: towards Cancer Cure in each Patient
The power of large cohorts’ cancer genomic studies in setting the baseline between normal and cancer-driving mutational

events has recently been further demonstrated by the results of
the pan-cancer project [1]. Importantly the study, which included
more than 2600 whole cancer genomes has shown that although
several cancer-driving mutations can occur the non-coding DNA regions, the vast majority of cancer-driving mutations occurs on the
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protein-coding regions [2]. On the other hand, the realization that
potentially more than 57% of cancer-driving mutations l are druggable in patients including those mutations acquired after starting a cancer treatment regimen [3], along with the understanding
that PDCs can be consistently obtained upon PDx expansion [4],
strengthens the rational for the adoption of these integrated workflows in the personalized genomic-driven clinical oncology setting.
A key role in the establishment of fully personalized curative solutions, therefore, relies upon the advances of PDC-based technologies for biologic, phenotypic, and proteo-genomic profiling.

that can be first expanded in vitro, eventually grown in 3D culture
(to generate a spheroid or organoid) and consequently re-implanted in the PDx animal for expansion.

fluid [9] as well as to 3D culture establishment both in spheroid
(single cell line) and organoid (PDC+CAF or other stromal component) format [10]. The Patient Derived Xenograft (PDx) testing
can be considered as medical application of the established mouse
xenograft tumorigenic assay involving the implantation and study
of tridimensional growing human cancer cells in in the sub- cutaneous tissue of genetically immune-deprived mice [11]. Cancer Xenografts have been made possible following the identification of a
severe immunocompromised deficiency syndrome in a mouse [12]
conveyed to the development of the NOD/SCID mouse [13], a genetically engineered mice model that minimizes or avoids Host versus
Graft immunologic rejection upon surgical implantation of cultured
human cancer cells [14-17] or bioptic tumor tissue [18].

get engagement, target validation and acquired resistance identification in each subject [28].

This explains the intense research investigation activity witnessed in the recent years meant to optimize the collection, expansion and organotypic culture of patients derived cancer cells in
order to successfully apply the above mentioned ex-vivo testing to
the individual patient [5] as also summarized in Figure 1. According to this research, innovative knowledge is available towards optimization of PDC establishment efficiency from (a) circulating tumor cells [6,7], (b) tumor biopsies [8], (c) tumor-associated ascitic

This tumorigenic in vivo assay has helped advancing our biologic knowledge of cancer features undetectable in 2D cultures such
as tumor vascularization [19-21] and metastasis [22,23] as well
as providing a powerful assay to study anti-tumorigenic actions
of drugs on tridimentionally-growing tumoral cells typical of solid
cancers. However even NOD/SCID mice would maintain a quote of
immunological resistance to human cells, namely the natural killer-dependent activity. Hence, investigators further engineered a
mouse strain harboring a mutation ablating such mechanism conveying it to what is ultimately known as the NSG (NOD SCID Gamma) mouse, which constitutes the gold standard for conducting
PDx studies [24,25], including a humanized strain suitable for immuno-oncology studies [26]. At the technical level, the combination
of the PDC and the PDx technology overcomes the limitation in the
number of starting bioptic cancer tissue allowing a variety of tests
to be included and standardized in the proposed workflow. In fact,
a single pathological cell or a small number of cells obtained from
the patient during a biopsy (tissue surgery, a fine needle aspiration,
brushing, etc) can be used to generate a patient-derived cell line

This step has been demonstrated to be minimally affected by
possible acquired mutations and not in ways that would affect the
major cancer-driving and phenotypic abnormalities of the primary
PDC [24]. Following this last step, this tissue can be explanted to
generate a secondary tissue patient-specific line and patient cells
can be tested in High-throughput format towards genomic, proteo-transcriptomic and multi-drug personalized screening (Figure
1). This approach has been shown to be able to have a therapeutic
impact on the cancer patient throughout the course of his disease
[27]. Summarizing the general scientific consensus for the PDCPDx-driven workflow, in 2017, a group of experts at the Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, has suggested that the combination
of tissue biopsy, liquid biopsy, patient-derived organoids establishments and patient-derived xenograft could, indeed, be considered
as an integrated routine approach towards target confirmation, tarThese highlighted aspects should be considered as part of a
real-time investigative process meant to benefit the individual patient but also to provide valuable integrated data and rational for
the treatment of other patients sharing comparable molecular and
genomic alterations. Given the unlimited value linked to the biorepository and personal big genomic data ownership by genomic
service providers in the international landscape, specific solutions
and considerations on the most suitable and anti-trust compatible
operational model for the implementation of these large biologic
and big-data collectors is highly invoked.

Ethical and Financial Model Restrictions to Personalized
Big (bio)Data and Bio- Specimen Collection Generated
via the PDC-PDx and Multi-Omics Testing: The Patient is
NOT the Enemy

There is universal consensus among experts and scientists
on the advantage and/or need to share individual patient health
and biogenomic data towards implementing the power of genomic-driven medicine. However, the parallel hot topic related to individual patients right to privacy and/or the validity of the individual
informed consent for the unrestricted use of personal (bio genomic) data has been addressed internationally in ways meant to simply
change the individual mind as far as the advantage/need to educate
ourselves to give out our personal consent without enforceable
guarantees on the personal benefit and actual negotiating options
towards the best possible personal outcome [29,30]. In other cases,
there has been a rationalized attempt in depriving patients of the
power of consent for genomic medical testing [31] in spite a part
of the international inter-disciplinary experts favors the patients
direct involvement in the fate of their own health and genomic
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data [32-35]. Not less controversial is the involvement of private
parties which have already shown predatory collection practices
of patient’s personal health information in a partially and/or bias
informed fashion [36], especially by the dot com industry [37-39].
Similar concerns include the lack of personal guarantees and control over the use of personal bio-asset by any private corporate Direct-To-Consumer (DTC) genomic provider [40-42].

A.I. & PDC-PDx-Omics: Natural Partners

The need for rapid standardization in evidence-based medicine
at the exponentially growing pace of scientific progress in the bioinformatic, biomolecular and biomedical post-genomic fields, has
been a major driver for the introduction and use of deep-learning
neural networks [43]. The A.I.-based approaches play a major and
exponentially growing role in the analysis of big-data derived from
a single patient and compare them using expert-curated algorithms
to large cohorts of clinical data from other patients. In particular,
they are essential in the collection, functional organization, validation and smart analysis of big data generated through the Omics
and high-input/throughput medical and health data digital devices providing either quantitative (bit) or imaging (pixel) data and
apply translational scientist/clinician-curated algorithms in order
to provide both visual summaries and infographics in real time to
generate corrective medical actions and/or specific health queries
with immediate and, at times, life-saving medical interventions.
Among these, at present, are early detection of heart/brain acute
conditions, early diagnosis and treatment monitoring of a variety of
medical conditions and the detection of genetic predisposing and
or adverse complex genetic conditions [44-51].

In this regard, the use of A.I.-driven technology to any PDC-PDxOmics integrated process offers potential unique opportunities
starting from the standardization of PDC-PDx-Omics-based workflow in each patient since the QA/QC and smart data enrichment/
flagging process requested for obtaining efficient and cost-effective
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profiling and bio-asset (data and specimen) repository management are a major hindrance to both the sustainability and potential growth of current biobanking services towards wider access to
personalized PDC-PDx- based profiling as well as representing an
additional limit to the adoption of such practice at the international
level. However, in spite of the above mentioned pros, the one single most relevant advantage, where A.I. could prove itself bringing
neutrality and speed up the adoption of the PDC-PDx-Omics workflow in current oncology practices, is the intrinsic capability to anonymize, encrypt, decode and protect individual personal and genomic identity. This is even more relevant in the digitally integrated
world we fully dive in as we come to the attention of a healthcare
provider because of an oncological problem. For this reason, we believe that A.I. constitutes an intrinsic tool for the proposed no-profit
biobank-CRO operational model.

Is the PDC-PDx-Omics Testing a Sustainable Option for
Routine Precision Oncology?

The answer to this question is “not as it is”. In fact, at present
the potential cost for the use of PDC-PDx-Omics workflow in routine oncology would increase the overall individual diagnostic costs
to the range of several thousands of US dollars per single patient. It
is worth noticing that, although the identity and number of cancer
driver genes has been identified [52-55], there is not yet a general
consensus on the necessary or minimal standard use of genomic,-transcriptomic and proteomic testing to be pursued on a single
patient, and to the dept of the Omics profiling to be brought to the
clinical level. On the practical standpoint, the traditional pathological techniques based on tissue fixation constitute a hindrance to the
collection of the patient’s living cancer cells for PDC-PDx testing. In
fact, most institutions current PGM workflow relies on FFPE-based
Omics tests which cannot guarantee living primary tumor cells expansion and specific functional characterization such as the multidrug test on PDC on a regular basis (Figure 1) which has already
demonstrated its therapeutic advantages [27].

Figure 1: The PDC-PDx-Omics workflow for precision oncology.
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Under these circumstances, the cost for implementation of the
current clinical practices as well as to the introduction of alternative operational models to be used in precision oncology offers a
topic for open discussion. In such international landscape, based on
the initiatives of each institution backed by the personalized medicine Dx and Rx stakeholders, and institution-owned biobanks, the
patients option to obtain best possible genomic and highly discriminative genetic-embedded biologic data analysis is undermined
in exchange of a simple consent signature locking the individual
bio-asset to that institution almost irreversibly (even worse when
the patient or apparently healthy individual submits his/her bioasset to any corporate DTC provider with practically no guarantee
of safety or control over the use and profiling of his/her own biologic data and material). Furthermore, once made the (currently
only available) choice of giving out completely ones’ own biologic
self (the personal genome), to a corporate entity, this makes the
individual’s rights highly difficult if not impossible to protect and
enforce due to the disparity of the entities at stake.

The Expert-Patient Potential Contribution to Unleash
the PDC-PDx-Omics Model

A potential effective solution to the hindrance determined by
the corporate- centered dynamics and operational models mentioned above stands on the simple consideration that medical and
multidisciplinary scientists with unique experience and knowledge
working in non-lucrative research laboratories could be presently, have been or will be affected by the same diseases that corporate-driven/Institution-centered entities do treat. In spite of this
apparently obvious consideration pointing at the fact that a number
(although limited) of cancer patients are actually involved in the
same cancer-fighting jobs and activities throughout the entire spectrum of current stakeholders, the potential role of such sub-group
of individuals towards promoting/educating the general population to the safe use of biobanking towards health advantages is currently underestimated. Indeed, we believe their role (as managing
part of patients for patients-driven non lucrative organizations)
could represent a solution in order to abate the above-mentioned
restrictions.

Basically, Institution-based operational models put the profit
and growth of the individual institution above the specific interests
of the individual patient (since the patient is not a rightful stakeholder of his bioasset but a mere donor/voluntary client instrumental to the growth and gain of the service providing Institution.
A key limit with Institution-centered/corporate-driven PGM model
is the intrinsic high cost of the testing (as can be stated of the PDCPDx-Multi-Omics-driven Oncology) which is affordable to a very
limited sub-group of patients affected by the disease. Due to the
very large number of the individuals projected to develop cancer
at the global level in the next decade [56-58], when considering the
restricted access to Omics-driven personalized treatments possible
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under the current cancer PGM healthcare operational model, the
actual advances in PDC-PDx-Omics will poorly if not negligibly affect the outcome of the disease. The profound limitations of the current oncology Dx-Rx workflow had been already highlighted by the
WHO in 2005 [59] and by relevant Oncological organizations (such
as ASCO, ACS, UICC) since 2010 [60].

This led to the Precision Medicine initiative and the increase in
expenditures to further develop and/or perfect genomic sequencing and extend its use in the clinical setting. Nonetheless, an operational biobanking model alternative to the corporate-based genomic service collector model has remained as the sole vehicle of
personalized oncology. The problem having a corporate- for profit
genomic-service provider manage patients’ biobanks, while using
its own brand and resources to compete with other institutions for
limited bio-assets, results in the intrinsic exclusive use of the patient-derived specimen for intra-mural research. This “silo-effect”
provides the institution’s own translational research with unfair
advantages let alone depriving the patient for alternative options
beneficial to his own health and it further contributes to the current fragmentation of the patient bio-records and bio-specimen
throughout the healthcare system avoiding any possible drop in
the cost of personalized genomics. The involvement of expert patients- driven no-profit biobanks as a possible solution to preventing/eliminate the ethical hidden risk and mass (patients’) rights
infringements deriving from the use of PDC-PDx-Omics services
under corporate-managed and Institution-centered Biobanks could
indeed lead to transparent CRO practices that could fulfil the need
and scopes of both PGM stakeholders and individual patients without any change in current patient privacy international regulations.
Furthermore, the involvement of Patients-driven Biobanks
can provide an extremely valuable source of patient’s population
able to minimize the unwanted bias provided by early genomic cohorts studies. In the US, the NIH is promoting research towards the
ethical implications of the use of genomics in human medical and
non-medical applications through ELSI [61,62]. However, to date,
the results of the research promoted through such channel towards
the establishment of sustainable operational models for genomic
medicine in relationship to the involvement and/or role of the patient in the PGM operational models are vague.

Advantages of Expert Patients/A.I.-driven No Profit Biobanks in Supporting Institution-Centered Precision Cancer Medicine Services
As summarized in (Figure 2), a possible game-shifting opportunity to implement the pure institution based operational model to
a more patient-active/compliant financially and ethically sustainable model to deliver PDC-PDx-multi-Omic services can come in our
view from the inclusion of expert patients-for-patients biobanks/
CROs operating under no-profit status for the reasoning previous-
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ly discussed. A typical patient bio-asset (specimen + data) benefiting from A.I.- backed virtual integration and analysis of present
as well as retroactive data obtained from each individual patient/
stakeholder includes the patient clinical and biomarkers testing
history, a cancer/chronic diseases genetic family tree and genetic
counseling reports, genomic testing reports (ranging from targeted/single gene, transcriptomic to WGS data) and molecular imaging files (body/tissue level). In summary, the key principle enabling
such model is that each basic and translational scientist as well as
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top professionals in multidisciplinary areas are actual or potential
patients. As such, such (current or foreseeable) expert patients are
stakeholders of their own bio-asset and have the proper incentive
to represent non-technical patients’ rights, provide expert-curated
services to improve and update the rapidly evolving clinical and
bio-genomic knowledge- based assets, as well as guarantee the anonymization and long term preservation of the individual’s community biodata.

Figure 2: Proposed sustainable PDC-PDx-Omics workflow in Precision Oncology via adoption of an Expert Patient-driven
no-profit biobank-CRO network.
Furthermore, by acting under the proposed entity model they
represent an ideal interface with both academic and corporate dynamics by making each patient bio-asset (properly anonymized and
QA/QC-validated) available to the patient-selected PDC-PDx-Omics
healthcare providers therefore solving the current problem of the
fragmentation of the patient bio-asset among several competing
institutions which currently represents the major cost-barrier to
establish wider personalized PDC-PDx-Omics-driven programs.
Although there are only a few examples of established no profit
research/service organizations operating in the field of PDC and/
or PDx and/or Omics services, none have adopted (so far) an Expert-Patient-For-Patient framework. We believe that the adoption
of such operational model has unexplored and highly underscored
positive implications towards the spreading of this life-saving
workflow.

Conclusion and Perspectives

Based upon the level of scientific views and validation in the
personalized oncology field, PDC-PDx-Omics services are set to
keep growing exponentially in the international landscape. Such
growth at present is currently linked to an Institution-centered,
corporate-driven biobanking model having as parallel effect the
undisclosed transfer of ownership of the individual patient bio-asset to multiple institutions. The stainability of this model linked
to the patient’s virtual and physical data/specimen fragmentation throughout the various competing PDC-PDx-Omics-driven
stakeholders is financially far from sustainable. In fact, the cost of
technology and infrastructure involved for each patient profiling,
data management and biobanking clearly limits the access of such
deep-personalized services and life-saving interventions to a wid-

er number of cancer-affected individuals (in spite of the expected
growth in cancer cases in the upcoming decades). The introduction
of an Expert-Patient-For-Patients (EPFP) framework as proposed
operational model for no profit biobanks/CRO meant as buffer entities for the optimal management/anonymization of personal data,
their validation and patients’ specimen standardization/ storage
alternative to the corporate for- profit institution-centered biobanking model, has a number of advantages.
First, it can serve in parallel both the individual patient and
his due right to health data anonymization in exchange for his/
her shared bio-asset as well as fulfilling the pharma/ corporate/
academic stakeholders goals as users of highly reliable sources of
validated data/specimen. At last, but not less important, such model can lead to a substantial abatement of current and foreseeable
costs for access to PDC-PDx-Omics services at the final user. Both
these effects would guarantee the increase in the adoption of PDCPDx-Omics workflows supporting the spreading of true personalized and curative treatment of cancer and other diseases.
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